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ABSTRACT
This study proposes new possibilities for interaction design
pertaining to music piece creation. Specifically, the study created
an environment wherein a wide range of users are able to easily
experience new musical expressions via a combination of newly
developed software and the Nintendo Wii Remote controller.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1. Sensillum system overview.

Though music related research focusing on the interaction
between people and computers is currently experiencing wide
range development, the history of approaches wherein the creation
of new musical expression is made possible via the active
introduction of interaction design into the musical piece creation
environment is short. Indeed, it is thought that this field is only
beginning to develop in earnest. Therein, this study proposes an
interaction design for music piece creation as a format wherein
anyone can easily create music instead of a demonstration with a
limited usage environment.

3. RELATED WORK
The research of this field can be found a lot of interesting works.
Golan Levin’s work [6] enhances the possibility of audiovisual
expression. He is also examining the relationship between the
interaction and the sound from various aspects. Thor Magnusson
is pursuing the possibility of screen-based musical interfaces. The
ixi software [7] suggests an advanced production process of the
musical expression. He is also referring the relation between
affordances and the musical expression.[8] This aspect will
become more important in the future. These related works
strongly influence my research activities.

2. BACKGROUND
Currently, the Nintendo Wii Remote can be mentioned as an
easily obtainable gesture controller. In addition to the buttons
associated with contemporary game consoles, this controller also
incorporates a vibrator and IR beam sensor as well as a three
dimensional motion sensor, enabling rich information
transmission and receiving in a cordless format. Though in this
study this is used for the purpose of music creation, simply
allotting the three dimensional motion sensor to an arbitrary sound
parameter can be considered to largely limit the possibilities of
music piece expression. Therein, sensitivity to the user’s personal
expression as relates to proficiency and trial and error just as in
the case of a musical instrument is made possible, and the
application “Sensillum” for music piece creation designed to
incorporate high quality acoustic expression as available only in
the computer format was developed. By combining this with the
Wii Remote, a dynamic musical composition environment is
made possible (Fig 1).

4. DESIGN OF THE SENSILLUM
4.1 Overview
“Sensillum” is an application developed using Max/MSP/Jitter.
It contains an interface similar to painting software, and acoustic
operation and musical composition is conducted by plotting
"elements" using the Wii Remote. The aka.wiiremote object
developed by Masayuki Akamatsu is used for data transmission
and receiving through the Wii Remote (Fig 2).
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Figure 2. Flowchart of Sensillum
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4.2 Arrangement of sound

5. CONCLUSION

The term "element" refers to an element which exists for the
composition of music. Specifically, sound materials such as
sound files, sine waves, and noise, sound effects such as reverb
and delay, and basic sound synthesis elements such as Additive
synthesis and Amplitude Modulation are available. And the
combination of such elements allow the composition of music.

Performance has dominated as an essential component of the
music composition process since the days before recorded history.
And when new music is created, in many cases improvisation
plays a large role. Continuing in this tradition, in this study I wish
to retain the benefit of using computers while presenting the new
possibilities of interaction via the incorporation of such activities
into the act of musical composition.

This application plots along the field via various methods similar
to painting software. It can plot diverse line patterns by
juxtaposing elements upon each other using the Wii Remote IR
beam sensor. Because the painted “element” color, planar
dimension, and location are used in acoustic synthesis parameter,
in addition to being able to operate simply in terms of color and
sound, the mixing of transitions such as blurring sensitive to the
passage of time and complex transitions such as feedback via
clear-cut operations is also possible. Thus, it can be said that this
enables a dynamic acoustic operation making algorithm and
improvisation compatible which was not possible in environments
up to now (Fig 3).
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